CLEANSPACE2™

Powered P3 Respirator
Light, with no hoses, belts or cables and no maintenance. Particulate and Gas Filters

- High dust sites – quarries, mining
- Welding, grinding
- Maintenance and cleaning
- Timber and agriculture

CLEANSPACE™ ULTRA

Powered P3 respirator
With Rating IP 66 designed for use in decontamination showers

- Chemical handling
- Lead abatement
- Infectious agents
- First responder

CLEANSPACE™ EX

Powered P3 respirator
Intrinsically safe certified for use in potentially explosive atmospheres

- Underground coal
- Oil and gas
- Petrochemical
- Chemical handling

Work Effortlessly & Comfortably Over long periods with P3/TM3 protection.

SAFE
Fully certified positive pressure respirator with HEPA filtration (99.95% efficiency) ensuring maximum protection in the workplace. Up to 8 hours run time. TSI Portacount testing adaptors available.

WEARABLE
Easy to wear; Effortless and comfortable. No hoses or heavy belt mounted battery packs. Award winning lightweight design (less than 500g) and lithium polymer battery delivers clean fresh air for a full shift.

SMART
Tough, reliable, cost effective; no servicing or maintenance and easy to clean; A simple one-button system; CleanSpace compact design provides compatibility with other safety equipment.
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1 **POWER UNITS**

- **CLEANSPACE2 PAPR**
  - PAF-0034

- **CLEANSPACE ULTRA PAPR**
  - PAF-0070

- **CLEANSPACE EX PAPR**
  - PAF-0060

2 **FACE MASKS**

- **PAF-0033**
  - Small

- **PAF-1010**
  - Medium

- **PAF-0027**
  - Large

- **PAF-1014**
  - Full Face* (M-L)

- **PAF-1106**
  - Full Face* (S)

  *Cleanspace Ultra & EX Only

3 **FILTERS**

- **PAF-0035**
  - EN12942 TM3P HEPA Particulate Filter (Pack Of 3)

- **PAF-0036**
  - Pre-Filter (Pack Of 10)

- **PAF-0037**
  - Hi Capacity (Hi Cap) Particulate Filter P3 HEPA

- **PAF-0087**
  - Organic Gas & Vapour + Particulate (≤65˚C) EU: AX TM2

- **PAF-0050**
  - Combined: Organic Gas & Vapour + Particulate (>65˚C) EU:A1TM3

- **PAF-0077**
  - Combined: Organic, Gas & Vapour + Particulate (>65˚C) EU:A2TM3

- **PAF-0051**
  - Combined: Organic, Inorganic & Acid Gas & Vapour + Particulate (>65˚C) EU:ABE1TM3

- **PAF-0052**
  - Combined: Organic, Inorganic, Acid & Ammonia Gas + Particulate (>65˚C) EU:ABEKT3M3
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4 FILTER ADAPTOR

PAF-0038 Adaptor for HiCap and Gas filters

PAF-0078 Intrinsically Safe Filter Adaptor for HiCap and Gas filters
  * CleanSpace EX only

5 PRE-FILTERS & COVERS

PAF-0058 CleanSpace™ Particulate Pre-Filter & Coverall (Standard Filter)

PAF-0057 CleanSpace™ Particulate Pre-Filter (Large Case Filters)

PAF-0049 CleanSpace™ Coverall (Standard & Large Case Filters)

OTHER ACCESSORIES

PAF-0099 Backpack (Black)
PAF-0075 Helmet Hook Strap
PAF-0074 Ultra Cleaning & Storage Plug Set
PAF-0025 Half Mask Adaptor for Quantitative Fit (Portacount) Testing
PAF-1026 Full Face Mask Visor Anti-Scratch Protectors – Tinted (pack of 10)
PAF-1018 Full Face Mask Tear off Visor Anti-Scratch Protectors (pack of 10)
PAF-1017 Full Face Mask Spectacle Kit
PAF-0049 Coverall (Standard and Large Case Filters) (pk 25)

SPARES

PAF-0014 CleanSpace2™ Neck Pad Thick
PAF-0016 CleanSpace2™ Neck Pad Thin
PAF-0028 Half Mask Exhalation Valve Assembly (pk 2)
PAF-0030 CleanSpace2™ Head Harness
PAF-1101 CleanSpace Battery Charger (All Models)
PAF-0073 Ultra & EX Head Harness
PAF-1028 Ultra & EX Neck Support Small
PAF-1012 Ultra & EX Neck Support Medium
PAF-1013 Ultra & EX Neck Support Large
PAF-1016 Full Face Mask Harness Kit
PAF-1019 Full Face Mask Exhalation Valve (pack of 2)
PAF-1020 Full Face Mask Inhalation Valve (6 valves)
PAF-1021 Full Face Mask Exhalation Valve Cover
PAF-1022 Full Face Mask Orinasal Inner Mask Set (Small)
PAF-1027 Full Face Mask Orinasal Inner Mask Set (Medium / Large)
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